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Greetings from an almost sunny Germany! We arrived at the Hotel
Hirsch - the first point of our Germany tour safe & sound,
following a relatively problem free journey from the UK.

Rats Bikes
These are something I know
nothing about but there seems
to many in this part of the
world.
They appear to be perfectly
maintained other than from an
external perspective and have
evolved into a bit of a 'cult'
Any information gratefully
received!

I say relatively problem free - Alison & I left home on Friday
morning and by the time we had reached Huntington had met up,
as planned with all other members of the Group. Our first
challenge was presented by the horrendous 15 mile 'end of term'
traffic jam approaching the Dartford crossing which resulted in a
fun filled hour filtering nimbly between thousands of frustrated car
drivers and their passengers. We arrived, albeit a little 'hot &
bothered' none the worse for the experience early Friday evening at
the Premier Inn - Folkestone and following a hearty meal and a
good nights rest were 'bright eyed&bushy tailed' and ready to take
on the 'Tunnel' and the 230 miles across France, Belgium and
Germany to our overnight stay in Kalterherburge.
All went smoothly, we boarded the train on time and were soon
trundling beneath the English Channel towards France. The
Tunnel is just fantastic - no sooner are you on than you are off. As
we were approaching Calais, we were all standing in small groups
chatting and looking forward with eager anticipation to
disembarking, when - all of a sudden the train braked with some

severity and a number of previously sleeping Goldwings suddenly
took on a life their own and began to protest at the rapid
deceleration. Things like this tend to happen in slow motion, for a
heart stopping moment you begin to clearly see half a dozen
Goldwings begin to take on the 'domino' effect - at the last
moment, as the bikes began to settle, Graham's Wing teetered past
the point of no return and began to fall, the train meantime
applied maximum warp speed and the fall of the bike was
completely reversed and despite best efforts from Graham, fell to
the floor of the carriage. Damage was inevitable in such
circumstances but was fortunately mainly confined to a wing mirror
and a radio aerial, fortunately the bike was more than road worthy
and once off the train we were able to implement some running
repairs which were much easier to effect than Graham's mood
having had his beloved bike crash to the deck!
We arrived at our hotel in Kalterherburge bathed in glorious
sunshine having ridden through some truly beautiful countryside.
Following a hearty meal and thanks to Rob's contacts with the local
Fire Service, we were invited to join their 112 year celebrations don't ask me why 112 years is being celebrated, we just joined in
and what a great 'do' it turned out to be - great music, loads of beer
which is of course mandatory and great fun, only problem was we
didn't have a clue what was going on but with beer at give away
prices - who cares!
That's all for now - today we begin to explore this lovely region
heading for Cochem and the Nurburgring.
Take care all & stay safe,
John, Dad

